A microwell pattern for C17.2 cell aggregate formation with concave cylindrical surface induced cell peeling.
We have developed a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) pattern with arrays of microwells for the formation of multicellular aggregates by C17.2 neural stem cells. Upon interfacing with the patterns, the neural stem cells would firstly attach to the microwell sidewalls, forming cellular strips on day 1 after plating. For channel connected microwells, cellular strips on the concave semi-cylindrical sidewall surfaces continued among wells and through channels, followed by strip peeling due to prestress arising from actin filaments and assembly of suspending cellular aggregates within the microwells in the following 1-2 days. Our results also suggested that a small microwell diameter of 80 and 100 μm and a narrow channel width of 20 μm would facilitate the aggregate formation among the structural dimensions tested. Finite element method (FEM) simulation revealed that cellular strips on the semi-cylindrical sidewall surfaces peeled under significantly smaller prestresses (critical peeling prestress, CPP), than cells on flat substrates. However, the CPP by itself failed to fully account for the difference in aggregate inducing capability among the patterns addressed, suggesting cell growth behaviors might play a role. This study thus justified the current patterning method as a unique and practical approach for establishing 3D neural stem cell-based assay platforms.